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Swami: Good evening, guys.  
 
Students:  Good evening Swami. 
 
Swami: Tomorrow our Shiva Ratri Program is going to be start, 
according your schedule. Yes, I am here! The climax talk will be quite 
interesting. Today I am giving a chance, before the program starts 
tomorrow, if you have any some clarifications, confusions, this is the 
right time you can make it clarified.  So far whatever you’ve done the 
sadhanas, different confusions, and where you got stuck. For one 
hour I will give the chance time to you. Don't waste your time and 
my time. We'll complete it. Now, the questions will start from your 
side. Of course, brand new students, I will definitely talk with you 
guys separately and I will give the process then we will see how it 
will go. Don't feel you leftover. The brand new students, I'll take care. 
Who will start?  So today I am free bird, huh?  Czech group? 
 
Dina:  May I ask Swami?  
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Swami: Sure.  
 
Dina: We had this question already before. You were mentioning the 
story of Vishwamitra Maharishi and him losing his austerities power 
due to Kama. Then you said he managed again to rebuild Gayatri 
and actually get back his austerity powers. But we understood once 
you said also, he was very powerful and had Womb Chakra strong. 
So one question is, how come if he had Womb Chakra strong he still 
lost due to Kama? I understood that strong Womb Chakra doesn't 
allow your Kama to play on you and then once he lost it, how come 
he could still rebuild it and recreate such a thing like new heaven 
through the Gayatri? 
 
Swami: For example, this is the right question. Yes, but I will 
definitely explain in Immortal Enlightenment, preparing the course: 
the Shiva-Shakti union. Many people have the confusions one part, 
the Kama will destroy your credibility, or your integrity, or your 
stamina, and it will affect your… ruins your process whatever it is. 
One part is true. One part I disagree.  One part?  
 
Students:  Disagree.  
 
Swami: Why? For example, the Lord Shiva whenever he is offering 
the nectar, Lord Krishna turned as a female and Shiva also did the 
same mistake like a Vishwamitra. Lord Shiva. So the Shiva, he is a 
highest powerful person on the Kala Chakra. On the?  
 
Students:  Kala Chakra.   
 
Swami: That type of characters how it really related to you? Today 
you are young and whatever the age, but the Kama have no death. 
No death to the Kama and Kala. Doesn't matter you are ninety-nine 
years old. Even you are gone, your soul have still have the Kama. 
Your soul have still?  
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Students: Kama.  
 
Swami:  Kama. Is it true Eric? Huh?  
 
Eric:  I think so.  
 
Swami:  I think so? Are you happy in your personal family life? 
 
Eric:  Yes. I mean I am working all the time and I would like to… I 
wish that I could have as much time in work as I have with my wife. 
I wish I could devote the same energy, the same intensity that I 
devote to work, to my relationship, so that's missing.  
 
Swami: That? 
 
Eric: That's missing. That commitment to spending that much quality 
time with my wife is missing.  
 
Swami: That's okay. Your energies doesn't match it. Doesn't matter 
how much you really want to make it match it. If you are water, your 
wife is a fire, forget it. Nityaananda, good to see you! That's why I 
put a lot of water in your Northeast... So, Muddy, you had a haircut? 
You like the haircut style? What?  
You think, "Swami, now I gave up my Kama energy, no more heart-
brokens, no more illusions, no more attachments, no more..." This is 
the Immortal Enlightenment and Shiva-Shakti energies to find out 
which element your wife is carrying, your partner is carrying, and 
you can able to switch to that energy, or she can come to your energy 
then the relationships in the planet it will  go super success. It is not 
the love, it´s not... Whatever it is your intimacy time, privacy time, 
that energy matching is most important. The elements need to 
perfectly need to fit it there, otherwise better to lead your life as wife 
- even the wife and husband, as a good friends. As a?  
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Students: Good friend.  
 
Swami: Good friend. If you cry, two tears will… two eyes will cry. 
Two eyes?  
 
Students: Will cry.  
 
Swami: One eye never cries. In the happy mood the tears is salty 
whenever you cried. Whenever in the depression, in the heartbroken 
you cried, yes tears also salty. That's why I’m always warning you, 
advising you to find out your soul mate in depth of that mechanism, 
soul mate. That's why I  given opportunity. This is the first and last 
time in my life I personally want to make a power spot to the global 
wide whoever they want to make it and I am personally witnessing 
it. And I am personally putting their power spots and I am sending 
the original perfect map, "Yes, this is the place, this is your PIN 
number. Yes, try to make it access it." Again I have to send it to them 
very confidentially. The power spot making it, actually you need to 
make your power spot. It is a big process. It is a big deal but I am 
taking that weight on me.  
Vishwamitra Maharshi, he knows the power spot of the Gayatri 
Devi, Gayatri, Mother Divine of the Gayatri, her element he knows 
exactly then he triggered on. He triggered on. "Swami, I have been 
forty years in the relationship. Done. It is over. I forgot. No more any 
relationship, no Kama energy."  Kama have no death, Kala Chakra, 
no death, Kala Chakra and Kama Chakra, no death. Absolutely no 
way until you merge with both at a stretch into Divine Mother 
Womb Chakra. You merged with in Mother Womb Chakra - that is 
your final destiny. Through that you can amazing creativity things 
you can do that, amazing things you can do that. But, to entering in 
the Womb Chakra - how? To get out from the Womb Chakra – how, 
and stay for a while in, out of the Womb Chakra, how? After few 
days later, again entering again in your normal body - how? That is 
Shiva Ratri…one part of major training for the Immortal 
Enlightenment Course and  Shiva-Shakti Union Process. I hope 
you're not confused, guys. Martin, are you confused? 
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Martin: No, I am not confused. 
 
Swami: Are you making your wife happy? Not talking 20/20 game?  
 
Martin: She is sitting in Dwarkamai right now.  
 
Swami: I am asking you!  
 
Martin: Partially. Almost, almost very... I do my best.  
 
Swami: What?  Sorry, I am married. You guys also married. You 
have the relationship. I have no shyness. Day by day I go more depth 
in it. In the Kama Chakra yes, I will go more depth on it, how to 
come out and how to re-fix that, putting the grease and right size of 
the nut to fix it, it never ever get break it. That's why I asked the first 
day, "Jonathan, whenever you looked the Anya, what made you the 
spark? What is the spark to made you, you want to be with her?" He 
didn't answer my question.  Of course, that whole their batch they 
got succeed last night, they done. Whatever they want, they done. Of 
course several more groups is there and I need to work on it, yes. 
What else? Nityaananda? You flushed out your hairs, Tatyana in 
the…?  You cried too much? 
 
Tatyana: I didn't cry because of my hairs, but I cried before.  
 
Swami: Too much? 
 
Tatyana: Pretty good, yes. 
 
Swami: Pretty good, yes. If you can cry with one eye, then I will give 
the answer. How long you know Tobias her? 
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Tatyana: I met him when I was eighteen.  
 
Swami: But your hairstyle looks good, though it looks good. Don't 
worry, Monika also will support everybody majority people. Taylor. 
Monika Taylor. Okay, any questions, Nityaananda? 
 
Nityaananda: My question, Guruji, is about the development of 
Brahma Consciousness and the third-eye as separate things. My 
understanding from your teachings from long time ago, ten years 
ago in a Siddhi Purusha, the steps of the Siddhi Purusha is, and 
especially in auspicious times like this Shiva Ratri times, we access 
Shiva, and we receive Shiva's energy, and we charge and grow our 
Brahma Consciousness to be more powerful than the illusion. And 
when that happens you said that allows the Shiva and the Shakti 
energies to start to merge with us to our third-eye and teach us about 
the Siddhic illusions. So, my question is, is that accurate my 
understanding that the order of things is through, through our 
linking through the Five Elements we go to Shiva, we merge with 
Shiva's energy, we use sankalpam to grow our third-eye stronger 
than the illusions, which allows us to start to develop stitha, and to 
start to act in a different way and be recognized by the nature? 
 
Swami: If you don't mind, can you tell in one sentence, please? What 
is the question? Shiva Ratri, the Shiva energy you want to develop 
your third-eye energy power strong and consciousness strong. That 
is your question? What? 
 
Nityaananda: Brahma Consciousness needs... what is the order of 
things? We need Brahma Consciousness and we need a third-eye. We 
need both of them to be strong. We need to understand both. How is 
it we develop our third-eye energy after we've reached a certain 
stage of Brahma Consciousness? What are we doing? Or is it an 
automatic mechanism? It automatically flows once the nature 
recognizes us?  
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Swami:  Good. Now I got you. In Hampi in Badavalingam, are you 
really can able to see the third-eye until I showed you? "Keenly 
observe the third-eye." Then you noticed it? 
 
Nityaananda: Yes, right. Yes it is very hard to see until it is pointed 
out. Yes.  
 
Swami: It is there.  
 
Nityaananda: It is there.  
 
Swami: Normally, if you looked at it can you identify that? 
 
Nityaananda:  No.  
 
Swami:  Okay, point one. Point two, take the Kalahasti Mother 
Divine statue, how many people saw her natural eyes in the statue? 
Can you raise your hands guys? Be honest. You saw it? 
 
Nityaananda:  Yes, Guruji.  
 
Swami: Her natural eyes you can see it? 
 
Nityaananda: Yeah, the stone's eyes became natural for a short time 
and then went back to stone, that was what I saw.  
 
Swami: Yes. Yes. Yes. Possible. Possible certain statues can bleed; 
certain eyes will give the tears. The scientists I appreciate them but 
some angles they need to learn spirituality too, otherwise big 
question mark. I don't have the time to learn that much depth of the 
science to make it both link. No. It's quite important thing.  So, now I 
am coming your point. Your third-eye became strong. Your 
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consciousness became strong. Third-eye is very most important, it is 
one hundred percent important, then one billion percent important - 
make your Womb Chakra stronger. Womb Chakra? 
  
Students:  Stronger.  
 
Swami: Stronger. Many samadhis, if you saw it, jiva samadhis, 
normal maha samadhis, yoga samadhis, khandana samadhis, atma 
chedhana samadhis, but that samadhi stage to win that? Even you 
are in the jiva samadhi, they put structures around you. You sat in 
the meditation and just they built walls and just they sealed it, you're 
done. You're done. Still there is a lot of samadhis is existing as a jiva 
samadhis around the Penukonda. I brought a few people. I think 
they have the pictures and a video. How many people have? How 
many people have seen that, guys? You have the video show that? 
Video. Tomorrow try to show that. It is a jiva Samadhi like Guru 
Raghavendra and his master is here. And his master is here with jiva 
samadhi, yes with evidence. It is called sasanas, the leaves. It is 
existing it showing there. It is a matter of four or five minutes drive, 
don't underestimate this ground. Even you are in the samadhi, you 
know the Kala Chakra who is coming in, who is going out, entering 
in your life and walking out, the Kama Chakra how it is 
implementing it and going out from you, again it is entering in it. 
Possible, I will explain in the Shiva Ratri Course. Next? 
 
Monika T: Swami, I have a confusion about Shiva being the Kama 
Chakra. Shiva is pure vairagya... 
 
Swami: Vairagya?  
 
Monika: Yes.  
 
Swami: So what? That is Lord Krishna is there. That is Mahamaya 
there. His Womb Chakra is more stronger than the Shiva Womb 
Chakra. Click! Over. I will explain how it will targets. For example, 
sorry to say, if I want to pull it, if they look at my picture or if they 
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heard my name, somehow that energy will pulls here until you really 
saw me. Or, if you look at the Shirdi Baba and you want to see Shirdi 
Baba's samadhi and his place, that's it. That energy it will connect. It 
will makes it, you will have to go there, spend the time. It's the same 
thing as is Jesus Christ. Once if you know him, you had the 
witnessed him and you got how to make it connect him, he's a good 
friend to you forever and ever until to you reach your destiny. Same 
with any Guru Parampara, even with Mother, that you need to know 
how to enter.  
Abhimanya he knows how to enter in the battlefield but he don't 
know how to come out. Bhakta Prahalada, whenever he’s in the 
mother womb, every day Lord Krishna he came and he started to 
teaching lot of quite amazing things. That lady is sleeping and 
Krishna is sitting and he is keep teaching, "This is this, this, this, this." 
Krishna Purana. All the stuff but his father he hates it Lord Krishna. 
Only he believes the Shiva but Krishna injected because of there is no 
Maya cannot hit it when he is in the mother womb. He chose the 
right time, right choice he injected it, He done. He learned it. Once he 
came out, he didn't shout like, “Mother,” like "Ma." "Krishna, 
Krishna, Krishna..." Then he got shocked. He sended to many 
masters, "Make him to stop chanting that name." No. The mother 
womb, one place… Dwarkamai, here in Penukonda, inside the room, 
that place, that two places, safest places in the planet - no Maya 
cannot enter there. No Maya absolutely not. You entered inside of 
the Dwarkamai, inside room means yes, you are in the safe zone, you 
are in the safe zone. What else? Go ahead. Try. 
  
Martin: May I ask one question on the big pyramid? Six thousand 
years ago Cheops created the big pyramid. Two thousand years later 
another Cheops was born again. What is the Shiva mechanism 
activating the big pyramid? What is going on there? 
 
Swami: Your Penukonda mountain is a pyramid. Why you need to 
create it? Arunachala is a pyramid. All mountains is a kind of 
pyramids. All? But what type of object you putted there, that is 
counting. What type of power objects you putted there, that is 
counts. In this hall, let's say if there is no Baba statue here what is the 
counting? Waste. Just imagine if you don't know your destiny, and 
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you keep doing it, it is a waste. It is a waste. You really need to know 
your destiny or you have to give to the Boss hands, "You choose the 
destiny for me, use for me the good works in the planet. Right now I 
am doing this sadhana give me the good results. You can do 
anything with me but give me the good results."  That's it, for 
example, early morning 5:30, 5 o'clock, like that my work is finished 
with one group, Jonathan's group. I went to the shower. I turned the 
water, the bucket, at the time I called one of my best friends how is 
he, in the hospital this and that, I´m talking. The water in the bucket 
is super hot. Super? 
 
Students: Hot.  
 
Swami: The way up. Straightly I took the mug and I putted it. 
Ooooohh! It's okay. It is a good wake-up call to me. Fine. It means, 
sometimes the works, sometimes I am sitting, sitting and working, 
working, working, working, working. Patrick, are you really standed 
on my back one time? That huge weight guy… I am laying down on 
the floor in front of the Jesus, "Okay, stand on my back, maybe my 
bones will get cracked. Fine. Crack it." Like a tiny lizard on the big 
elephant he is and he keep beating it on the back, yes done, go. Why I 
am saying this? It's natural this body is, yes… What else? I don't need 
to talk about my crazy stuff. Anything else? Done? 
 
Student: Swami, when you talked about Vishwamitra, you said that 
the Kala wasn't the crime and the Kama wasn't the crime, that the 
crime was in between… Does the crime have to do something with 
an open heart? Could you talk about that crime?  
 
Swami: What's she saying? 
 
Nityaananda: She is asking what was the crime? You said in 
Vishwamitra story Kama wasn't the crime and Kala wasn't the crime. 
She is asking what was the crime in that story? 
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Swami: If you are in the diksha you should maintain the diksha, 
your diksha time is done, you're free. When you took the diksha, yes 
you are in the diksha. If you break the diksha, you are in trouble. But, 
where you got the crash? Through the Kama then I have to 
implement the Kala Chakra to make it patch up that, and make it fix 
it. The Kala Chakra is damaged you then I have to go either one, 
Shiva energy or Shakti energy - make it balance it. I will explain later 
on the map to draw that. Yes? 
 
Zahira: Swami you mentioned one time that Kama and Kala they 
create fate. Can you explain how does it happen? 
 
Swami: She is also another character. Yes?  
 
Nityaananda: She is asking how do Kama and Kala together create 
fate?  You called it once Karma Kriya. 
 
Zahira:  Karma kriya you called it.  
 
Swami:  Karma created all?  
 
Zahira: You said Kama and Kala created... 
 
Swami: I will explain. I will explain. Not now. Wait.  
 
Zahira: Okay. Thank you!  
 
Swami: I know your problem. I know your problem. I know your 
problem. Sometimes aggressive, fighting nature, yes, yes, yes, yes. 
You should be angry, should means act angry in your family life, or 
in your friends life, but you should not inject yourself and ruin your 
that day and four days, five days, six days. Do you know what I am 
saying? You have to act the anger. You have to?  
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Students: Act the anger.  
 
Swami:  It's a art. You have to act, "What you doing  nonsense stuff! 
You ruined this!" Then creating like little, very angry but inside you 
are laughing and again you´re sitting in your chamber and smiling 
and just drinking your diet coke. Anyhow, done is done. You go this 
way then they'll go more fastly, they'll make it super success. No, it's 
art! Baba, if you read the Baba's history, the book - wooh, he's taking 
the stick. He's taking the?  
 
Students: Stick.  
 
Swami: Stick throwing on you. Whatever last night you watched the 
movie, that's only one side of his love. Another side he's super tough. 
I'm asking, begging, Can you give that toughness to me for sometime 
then I will show what I am. To be honest, I love to be fight. If 
somebody's criticizing this and that like a child, like one time I 
warned, second time warned, third time warned, fourth time 
warned, fifth time - little slap. But, I won't give a slap. I'll just slap 
myself then the teeth will fall there. Teeth? Will fall whoever is 
giving unnecessary headache. You didn't understand? You will 
understand! You will see…some people's life very soon. If you don't 
know, you have no right to unnecessarily making to disturbance and 
creating the peace in somebody's life. That's the worst crime you can 
do it. And creating unnecessary stuff and doing it, that is the biggest 
crime.   
You watched the movie, that Rohila, he want to beat Baba. He's a 
Muslim. He don't like, he don´t like Baba. He wants to beat him. He 
wants to kill him. He changed his mind. I got shock just before I'm 
coming here. That Pancha Bibi Dargah, that manager, before I sent 
him Mecca, he waited eight, nine days for me. He got everything 
clearance. Tomorrow is his flight. He needs to take the decision 
tomorrow, the worst case. Tomorrow night is the flight - Bombay, 
Bombay going to Mecca. He and his wife, he catched me, "Swami I'm 
going to Mecca."  Swami, "You need any help?" Manager, "No, no, 
no, your blessing is enough." 
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Swami, "Take this, go. Sabka mallik eke." We are all one. Said, "It´s 
okay go and do your prayers. Your belief system is your belief 
system. Go."  Anything else? Yes Patrick? Can you stand up please if 
you don't mind? 
 
Patrick:  Swami you said that Shiva is the commander on the Kala 
Chakra. And you also have said in the past that Mother taught the 
Womb Chakra to Shiva as Dattatreya. Dattatreya got the Womb 
Chakra first correct? 
 
Swami:  What is your question here? 
 
Patrick:  Is that the same time that Shiva won the Kala Chakra as 
Dattatreya? 
 
Swami: Shiva is still trying to win the Kala Chakra but he created the 
yama. Yama means death. Maya - na ma shi va ya. Na ma... ma shi 
va ya... maya - illusion... if you took that two letters back, yama 
death. Some angles, yes Shiva really can protect. He can break... 
somebody, this period of time, they need to go… he can make it stop, 
"Wait! Wait!" So the chakras how it really link and how it's rotating 
with the five elements, I'll explain. I don't want to make it confuse 
now.  You got it? 
 
Patrick:  Got it.  
 
Swami:  No. No. 
 
Patrick:  There's more questions around that for sure but... 
 
Swami:  Go ahead. 
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Patrick:  Well I would love to talk about the Hrudaya Chakra which I 
brought up a few days ago, and it´s relation to commanding on the 
Womb Chakra, commanding on the Mother's Womb specifically. 
You say ya ma ta in the Nine Arrows.  
 
Swami:  C'mon, come to straight point. Give me an example. 
 
Patrick:  Okay. Ta is the bija of the Hrudaya Chakra.  
 
Swami:  Give me your personal life example.  
 
Patrick: My personal life example? 
 
Swami:  Yeah, that we want to hear it, are you guys? Hello? 
 
Students:  Yes.  
 
Swami:  Don't be fishy. I have a net.    
  
Patrick:  My personal life example? 
 
Swami:  Yeah. 
Patrick:  Of death or what, I mean I don't know what you're asking 
for a personal life example? 
 
Swami:  Why your Hrudaya Chakra is getting disturbing? 
 
Patrick:  Oh.  
 
Swami:  Huuum? Yes, when you ask me, I also have right to ask you 
too. 
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Patrick:  Okay, not problem, I'm happy... 
 
Swami:  You're only one strong person who really standed on my 
back and just... 
 
Patrick: Um-hum… well my personal life experience with Hrudaya 
Chakra disturbances in relationship. 
 
Swami:  Tell me, tell me, we have lot of time, no problem we can 
wait. 
 
Patrick: Yeah, I think it's a sensitivity to women's nature that disturbs 
Hrudaya Chakra so there seems to be a connection there for me 
personally. I'm sensitive to women's pain, women's tears, things like 
this, so that seems to disturb my Hrudaya Chakra. 
 
Swami:  If they cried you'll get disturbed? 
 
Patrick:  Well it depends. I guess if I'm guilty of something yeah sure, 
of course, but… 
 
Swami: Give me example. 
 
Patrick:  (Laughing) Oh I don't know Swami. Missing a birthday or 
something like that perhaps is a good example, you know.  
 
Swami:  You didn't know how to handle love, Hrudaya Chakra. I 
need to teach you, personal tutor. I will teach you that.  
 
Patrick:  Super, thank you. 
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Swami:  Lord Krishna, he's expert on it. Yes, tears is... I'm sorry girls 
I'm not criticizing... tears is a kind of atom bombs but you need to 
know how to handle in proper way. That's why I asked for example 
Tatyana, "Are you cried?" Yes, you can see her face, she cried. And 
Tobias he tried his maximum best to giving counseling to her. She 
decharged through her hairs - cutted it.  
Let me say this... put in the right words. For example, Guru 
Ragavendra, he's sleeping with his wife and the kid in one village. In 
the long distance his master got very tired and he's going to die and 
he needs to hand over the Center of the Mantralayam, that area, that 
place and that statues, power objects, "Please try to take care of this." 
and he given the pin codes and he's searching for the right student 
who can handle this energy and implement it. The master he sat and 
he did his abhishek and he's looking. And Guru Ragavendra he's 
sleeping with his wife and kid. He sended the message through his 
Brahma Consciousness, the Brahma Consciousness to it went third- 
eye, third-eye to Hrudaya Chakra, then all the way to hitted Womb 
Chakra to made him to wake up, "Come." Simply he ignored wife 
and kid and walked to his master and he standed, "I came. Why you 
pulled me here?"  
Then he handed out, "Now you taking the sanyaasan. Now you're 
totally responsible to taking care of Mantralayam, taking care of 
Mantralayam and he given the how to take care the Jiva Samadhi, 
how to be in the Jiva Samadhi, soul going out, soul coming in, certain 
techniques he taughted it very fast, "This, this, this, this, this. This 
object will do this. This object will do this. You go this way. You go 
this way."  All the things he explained. And he wake up, his wife 
woke up and got shocked! "Where is Ragavendra?" She got the 
message he's taking the sanyaasam and she came, she asked, "Why 
you cheated me? You left me? What can I do my boy? I'm alone. 
We're Brahmins, we have family life. Please come back." He said, 
"You do your job. I have to go." 
Then his wife jumped in the well and killed herself and she given the 
boy to the somebody, "Please make him to grow." And she turned as 
a spirit - everyday she's standing outside of his mandir. Everyday, 
and he's going outside taking a holy bath to the river. And she's 
shouting as a spirit, long time as a spirit. Whenever he's going she's 
shouting. Whenever he's entering inside in the temple, she's shouting 
as a spirit. Finally his master one time is appeared and told him, 
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"Give her some moksha. Send her out. Give her new incarnation, 
anyhow we did a mistake, yes send it.” Then he threw some water on 
her, the spirit, she went back.  
The point here, he don't know his target, his destiny. The master 
fixed his destiny, "You do this job, that's it." Then he helped quite 
amazing to the globe. In his Jiva Samadhi, yes, and he taught some 
more students how to become a Jiva Samadhi and he came 
Penukonda, his master. His samadhi is here next door of our 
Penukonda - huge Samadhi. So why I'm saying this, the relationship 
between you and the master and your target... target in sense, to you 
be as an idol. As an?  
 
Students: Idol.  
 
Swami: Idol, as a great messenger for the planet on to the Mother to 
help and create the peace and the harmony in the planet as much as 
you can, any angle if you choose. If you took the Jesus Christ, yes he 
standed for any extent for the Mother, Buddha - yes, Vishwamitra – 
yes, Shirdi Baba – yes that bond. We'll see, "How come I cannot win 
from my process? Process in sense, to know the reality, the depth as 
much as I can, what's in the palm leaf books on the days?"  
Many crazy characters, they're creating lot of violences the kings and 
emperors so far for centuries, battles and crazy things, millions of 
people is died. And the same earth also created the most fragrance 
beautiful spiritual masters on the planet. Now is the time for the 
beautiful rose blooming people to come out, to stand for the reality 
and create the more students to work through the love. Once if you 
have the love, second thing is the power. The energy automatically 
the master will reach you, then he will get you. If there is no love and 
forgiveness and you got stuck with silly simple things with your 
relationships and problems and whatever it is, I understood, quite 
natural. You have to lead your personal life too but I knew your 
problems but still you can win it. You can win it. This is the time. 
This is the time!  
And certain books of the ancient palm leaf books, who took from me 
and who's holding me, on the Shiva Ratri time I'm going to 
publically, openly going to tell.  One day you can hope guys, can get 
the books and let's release the books. In the early days, ten, twelve, 
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thirteen, fourteen years back, somebody took it, the most valuable 
books. Valuable means, not in sense of the cost, the information what 
is in it. Huge books, this length (shows about 2 feet long and 1 foot 
wide) each leaf. Very, very, very old, thousands of years old, what 
they written in it. In Japan and Los Angeles, yes, they took it, they 
never gave it back…it's true. If you lost some money, yes you can 
win, again you can gain the money. The books, once you lost it, no. 
For simple some testings I asked one or two characters, they started 
to become little bumpy and they want to attack, they want to keep it. 
They want to keep it but one or two students sincerely they came and 
they gave to me. They broughted it all the way from America and 
they hand out to me. Really hats off, from Los Angeles to all the way 
to South Dakota they flewed with me, one woman, and yes, she kept 
it for several years then later again she brought it, "Yes, this is your 
property. I'm giving to you." "Thank you so much, I have no words 
to say my gratitude.” Why I'm saying this, true love. True? Love. You 
given a flower to Baba, for example I given a flower garland to Baba. 
If I pulled it out again from Baba's neck, how you feel Monika? 
 
Monika:  It would be terrible. You're taking it away from Baba after 
you gave it to him. 
 
Swami:  I broughted this garland for you Baba, yes I'm giving to you. 
You can have it, yes then later on Baba's wearing it and he's dancing 
and he´s walking and just pulling out. What? What's going on? This 
type of students, few students is enough to destroy. The Big Boss 
Jesus Christ, two hundred gold coins. I have the two gold coins. Out 
of the two hundred, two gold coins I have it. Any person can test it, 
on the days… I'm not joking. You can ask the Jonathan's group what 
is there experience their whole group. So whatever it is, we'll see. 
Anything else? 
 
Ganesh:  Maybe you can give two blessings to the world. It seems to 
be very difficult to heal psychiatric patients. It seems to be easier to 
heal cancer or other diseases but with psychiatric problems it seems 
to be very, very difficult to have success. I never succeeded to give 
even a little help to these people and I heard from other students, 
that it seems to be very difficult to get a relief for them. If it's 
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appropriate or if you think it's the right time maybe you can give us 
some clarification? 
 
Swami:  I'll explain later. You have to find the reason what it is there. 
You need to find the root.  
 
Ganesh:  The root. 
 
Swami:  The root where it got started. 
 
Ganesh:  Yeah. Very simple things, some people have to wash their 
hands two hundred times a day, it´s so difficult. 
 
Swami:  They never tell the truth. They never tell the truth. It's hard 
to bring the truth them out, pull them out, the truth. They never tell 
it. For example, okay I'm changing the subject. You're going giving a 
seminar as a healing session, giving a shaktipats, transmission, all the 
process and just giving it.  Let's say, seven, eight women have a huge 
crush on you.  Do you know the crush?  What is that? 
 
Ganesh:  They like you. 
 
Swami:  Not like... they want to get you. Don't worry your wife is not 
here. Even you're giving a shaktipat, they're thinking about they 
want to grab your hand, they want to pull your shirt and where you 
are and they keep attacking, throwing the energy, and they don't care 
about the spirituality. They don't care about your mantras and your 
japas, and whatever you teach it just they're looking blinking their 
eyes. What you do to that type of characters? Tell me. Be honest. 
Stand up. What you do with that seven, eight characters, that girls? 
They're in the room and you're giving a healings and you want to 
give some experience to them. They don't care - they want you, that's 
their target. 
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Ganesh:  It's a matter of discipline and concentration. Of course it's 
nice if there are beautiful ladies. It's nice.  
 
Swami:  Look at that. Tell it. We'll telecast that whole Germany you 
know.  
 
Ganesh: (Laughing)  Well…first I enjoy it. 
 
Swami:  Enjoy it?  
 
Ganesh:  I enjoy it but then I do my work. I'm disciplined and I have 
to do my work what I have to do for... 
 
Swami:  No, they expect a ring from you. 
 
Ganesh:  Pardon? 
 
Swami:  They will expect a ring. 
 
Ganesh:  It never happened so far. 
 
Swami:  If somebody asked, "Now give me a ring, a hope. I'm really 
in love," and they're washing your clothes, they're dedicated. What 
do you do? 
 
Ganesh:  I'm acting spontaneously in the situation. Sometimes I make 
a joke, sometimes I'm serious, I'm diplomatic. It depends on the 
person what she needed. But in general, people can recognize that 
I'm serious. I'm joking of course but when I'm doing my work I'm 
very serious if I'm giving healing. I don't go aside. I don't concentrate 
on the female beautiful energy.  
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Swami:  But they're concentrating on you and disturbing you.  
 
Ganesh:  Okay... then I can... it does not disturb me. So it doesn't 
disturb me but if it would disturb me, you taught certain exercises 
what to do - you can see her as a skeleton, sometimes there's a whole 
graveyard. 
 
Swami:  No matter what, they don't want to change. 
 
Ganesh:  Don't want to change? She?  
 
Swami:  She won't change. 
 
Ganesh:  Um-hum. 
  
Swami:  What you do? 
 
Ganesh:  Then I surrender then I am connecting to Baba, to you, to 
Jesus, to my power spot, to give me the strength to act in the right 
way. If I don't know, I'm really... I can handle many situations, but if 
I have the feeling it's not working I always surrender and ask for 
help. That's the only thing that really helps because if you connect 
with your own feelings, with your own desires, with your own 
Kama, you might lose. So if I don't know what to do, I always 
connect to my master and... 
 
Swami:  Don't throw on the Guru Paramparas what you do. Why 
you broughted the Guru Parampara here? That's between you and 
her, the job. I'm also coming to you girls, and somebody's attacking 
on you and keep… and how you going to do this. It's a problematic, 
problem. 
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Ganesh:  So on a human level you keep a little distance. You're more 
sober. You know sober? Not too kind to her. You don't hug her. If 
you hug her you think of her as your sister. Like this. 
 
Swami:  Like your Hrudaya Chakra will get attached? 
 
Ganesh:  If it is really too interesting for you, you should not hug this 
person then I say today it's not possible to hug me. It's not good. In 
general I'm acting in the situation. I hope the testing will not be too 
big. So far I could handle it.  
 
Swami:  What he said Nityaananda?  So far he can handle it?  
 
Ganesh:  I don't know when you are coming as a Divine Mother, I 
don't know. (all laughing) 
 
Swami:   Shhhh. It's a big job! It's a big confusion job.  
 
Ganesh:  But you're asking the right question Swami. I know it's very 
difficult and very delicate. I know that. 
 
Swami:  If you rejected it, they're going to... they're going crazy. 
They're going crazy. One part major reason why I did not  visited... 
I'm sorry to Americans, why I did not visit America, that's one of 
main reason. Los Angeles means red flag. If I come even Europe I 
have the personal bodyguard is with me, no matter what has to 
stand. Once they didn't get it anything what they want it, then they 
started to talk whatever they want to. It's leela, it's a leela. It's a good 
communication whatever it is the process wise whatever it is, that is 
a different story. What is the Shiva and the Bhairavi Yogini she 
taughted to Paramahamsa? I'll explain that angle. That angle I will 
explain that in the Immortal Enlightenment, final ultimate what it is 
there. What it is there. Nityaananda, how long you can hug your wife 
at a stretch? 
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Nityaananda:  Twenty minutes. 
 
Swami:  After that? 
 
Nityaananda: I'm done. 
 
Swami:  So twenty, twenty, that's a good title. Your name is twenty. 
Ten hours? 
 
Nityaananda:  Ten hours? No. No.  
 
Swami:  After twenty minutes you have any feeling you want to run 
away?  
 
Nityaananda:  Yes.  
 
Swami:  What? 
 
Nityaananda:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  From that room?  From her? 
 
Nityaananda:  That whole situation. 
 
Swami:  You want to be free, get out? 
 
Nityaananda:  Yes.  
 
Swami:  Why? 
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Nityaananda:  Because that's not reality, it's a surface thing, it's not 
the truth. 
 
Swami:  Twenty minutes before you are there with some feeling. 
After twenty minutes later, what happened that? Beginning and 
ending, after that?  If you know that mechanism that...  
 
Nityaananda:  Well there's a desireless state. The state of awareness 
is different in the normal experience I think. When there's no desire 
there, there's a kind of vairagya. 
 
Swami:  If you feel very comfortable girls, from tomorrow onwards, 
first I'll take the Kama Chakra or Kala Chakra, I'll go more depth to 
give the clear picture clarity, if you're open. "Swami, no, just little bit 
surface you talk it's enough, we can understand." Then I'll talk 
surface. It's up to you girls.  
 
(Some students respond by saying they want the in depth teaching)  
 
Swami:  It´s only few people… Yes, you need to know the depth. 
You need to know the depth. After you know the depth then you can 
figure out what it is. Lot of things you can be successful. It also helps 
to your Womb Chakra to become more strengthen and strong, more 
strengthen and strong, no doubt on that. 
So you be prepared and tomorrow try to have your big white paper 
and all color pens to yourself, and to keep writing your personal 
thing whatever I'm talking and just you making a notes. And you can 
make your own language whatever it is. This is, you got stuck here. 
Only you know that and I know that. Then you can work on it, make 
it link it, "In the eighteenth point Swami mentioned here. In the 
ninety-second point he mentioned here the remedy there." So you 
can it match up. You can work on it. The problem started at the 
eighteenth point in your life, in the ninety-second point he given the 
solution here. That problem and here the solution, it looks exact 
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solution then you implement that to your problem, then you're fine. 
Clear? Hello?  
 
Students: Yes.  
 
Swami: Problems list. Solutions list. Kama chakra list. Let's put this 
way: Surya-Chandra both energies depths, Kama and Kala in one 
side then the Womb Chakra to going entering in, entering out then it 
makes more easier to you to understand. Don't think negative way. 
Take it sporty way. Clear? Clear?  
 
Students: Yes Swami.  
 
Swami: So, I let you go. Take good sleep. I'll see you whenever it's 
right time. Good luck.  
 
Students:  Thank you Swami. 
 
Swami:  Sure.       
 

End of Talk 
 
 


